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I thought I would just kind of briefly go over this problem. While it’s not really math calculations, there is 


some math involved. Actually, lots of math involved, and it’s more calculus than anything. But this is the 


table that represents the Rosin-Rammler Exponents for Shredded Refuse. Okay, and you’re looking at 


the n values over x-sub-0, sub meaning subscript.  


Okay, so this problem asks, looking at the table below, will Charleston, South Carolina or Vancouver, 


British Columbia have a courser particle size distribution? 


Okay, so you need to know a few things. If you look at the formula itself, it can be daunting. It’s right 


here if you can see this. I can’t get it to be any larger. Let me see, there’s also, let me go back. 


The derivation shows you how they came up with this formula, and it’s just so much easier just to kind 


of look at this table to understand it, but I thought it was important to explain these numbers. So, the N 


is a constant, and the constant itself describes the material uniformity. And that would be the shredded 


refuse that’s in both densities. The X sub zero or sub o is the characteristic particle waste size, and it says 


by which 63.2% of the particles (by weight) are smaller because a lot of the stuff you’re going to try to 


separate; you’re going to put it through sieves, and that kind of thing. So it tells you in the book that a 


larger x sub 0 defines a coarser particle size of the output. So if you look at this while Charleston and 


Vancouver have a real close N constant, Charleston is .823 and Vancouver is .881, let’s look at their 


character size. Charleston is at 4.03 and is much larger than Vancouver’s 2.20. So the answer is that 


Charleston with a 4.03 characteristic particle size will have a coarser product that will come out of the 


shredder.  


Okay, and that’s basically what you’re doing. I wouldn’t concern myself so much with the actual formula 


and trying to calculate anything. You can, but I think that you just need to understand the N is the 


constant that describes the material’s uniformity, and this describes the actual characteristic particle 


size. And, what it’s saying here is that 63.2%, of the particles by weight will be smaller. These are the 


things like wire and paper, you know, the density of those items. And of course plastic going through a 


shredder.  
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